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therefore, is the years during which the economy grows from a
low investment economy into a high investment economy. The
implications of this transition for the industrially less developed
economies are usually explained along these lines : they have rather
low per capita incomes, share of consumption in incomes is very
high and therefore that of savings is inevitably low. With such a
low level of savings, investment (equated with savings) also re-
mains low and it would be idle to expect rapid growth from such
a low level of investment. The circle is thus nearly complete-
start with low income and conclude with the difficulty of raising
it. This situation is usually referred to as the "vicious circle" and
growth requires breaking the circle at some point.
Breaking this circle, however, is considered difficult since people
cannot be expected to save (and therefore invest) much when the
initial income is so low. Thus, the difficulties of economic growth
are enclosed in a neat little logical box. The schematic presentation
also appeals to the puritan worship of savings (and the allied
notion of savings as some kind of abstinence from consumption).
In this way, the potential for economic growth is indissolubly tied
to the current capacity to save and it is suggested that this cannot
be raised without lowering consumption.
Current savings, equated to investment potential, are considered
as an arithmetical deduction from income. This reasoning is not
fallacious if applied to a static situation where with a given income
investment (savings) cannot be raised without lowering consump-
tion. Bift in all sciences—physical as well as social—the laws of
statics have not always found much meaningful relevance to dyna-
mics, where a different functional relationship among the various
variables may be expected to prevail. This is now fully accepted
in all the natural sciences—where the experimentation in dynamics
and its results left little choice—but its acceptance in the social
sciences has remained rather slow.
The relationship between investment and consumption in a static
and dynamic situation may be examined in somewhat greater detail.
In a static sense, it is of course right to say that investment is a
deduction from income and therefore if more investment is under-
taken less of the income is left for consumption ; in popular par-
lance, "you cannot have your cake and eat it." In terms of growth,
however, it would seem that the relationship is not so simple.

